World Scout Moot 2021 Brand Manual

Concept
The inspiration for the World Scout Moot logo is the Giant’s Causeway, located on the
northern shoreline of Ireland in the County Antrim.
For centuries countless visitors have marvelled at the majesty and mystery of the
Giants Causeway. Its unique rock formations have, for millions of years, stood as a
natural rampart against the unbridled ferocity of Atlantic storms.
It was declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1986
The rugged symmetry of the columns never fails to intrigue and inspire our visitors. To
stroll on the Giants Causeway is to voyage back in time.

Logo

The hexagonal features of the rock formations are captured in the surrounding hex
element of the design.
The three arms suggesting a coming together, a capture, a gathering.
The logo was designed by Serena Scully
Logos and design elements can be downloaded via www.worldscoutmoot.ie
The Giants Causeway - World UNESCO Heritage site

French version

Colour Reference
Type:- Black or White in reverse
Hex surround:- Burnt Orange PMS 173
World Scout Badge:- Purple PMS 527

Cell element
The cell element is a device that can be used as
a corner piece or as a container for other content.
It can be used singly or built up as required.
For example on the www.worldscoutmoot.ie
website the cell element is used to contain links
to video content.

Colour Reference
Type:- White in reverse
Hex surround (A) :- Burnt Orange PMS 173
Hex surround (B):- Dark Green PMS 546

Link to a Bulletin

Logo type face
The logo type font used in the logo is Abys and it has
been modified to provide the logo wording title.
Abys is a free type font and can be downloaded here
https://www.behance.net/gallery/30993269/AbysTypeface-free-font

Typeface - Abys - which has been modified slightly

Design elements
A number of design elements can be used
based on a deconstruction of the hex arms.
These elements can be combined with type
or structured link a chain or as features on
promotional publications or other media.
Colour Reference
Type:- White in reverse
Hex surround (A) :- Burnt Orange PMS 173
Hex surround (B):- Dark Green PMS 546

Logo used in negative
The logo can be used in negative using two methods
as shown - with a surrounding white hex frame and as
a negative with white type. Drop shadows can also be
applied with a setting of 40% if desired.
When placed on a solid colour or one print option the
logo can be presented in white.

World Scout Logo
The World Scout logo can be used in
accordance with the information shown.
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World Scout Moot 2021 brand logo in summary
This World Scout Moot 2021 Brand identity guide
defines the correct use of the graphical elements and
explains the commercial and non-commercial licensing
arrangements.

World Scout Moot 2021 brand logo in summary
Non-commercial use
By virtue of their membership of WOSM, National Scout
Organizations, and by extension National Scout Associations, are
entitled to use the World Scout Moot Emblem for non-commercial
purposes as outlined in the general terms for non-commercial use
described below.
Partner organisations are simply invited to apply for a non-commercial
license whenever that need may arise.
The intention here is to encourage the wider non-commercial use
and adoption of our brand and promoting our aim to encourage
participation at the event.
WOSM encourages and supports the adoption and use of its graphic
designs by its member organizations. We have introduced the unified
concept of what is considered commercial or non-commercial use of
any WOSM brand or logo on any item, based on the intent “to offer it
for sale” or not, in order to simplify authorised use of our designs by
our member organizations.
Our member organisations have access to professional graphic
support, whether to produce a localised language version or to assist
with a specific implementation. The underlying goal in providing
these types of services at no charge to our member organisations
is to ensure that the integrity of our original designs, whether in
terms of proportions or colours, are respected without introducing
complications around compliance as a barrier to their proper adoption
and use.
The underlying objective of our licensing scheme is to define
obligations and to promote and protect our members’ collective rights
in relation to the use of WOSM’s designs.
In particular, it is improper that some individuals may profit dishonestly
by trading in WOSM’s designs without obtaining a commercial license
and contributing royalties, a practise which directly disadvantages all
our members. We believe that our licensing arrangements present
a fair and reasonable approach, while avoiding obligations that are
either too onerous to fulfil or too complicated to be respected by
all parties, including our member organizations, partners and any
commercial interests.
World Scout Emblem

The World Scout Moot 2021 is the logo/brand/symbol of this event.
This logo also incorporates the World Scout Emblem as part of its
design.
The World Scout Emblem is the distinctive symbol of our
movement and is worn by Scouts worldwide. It is one of the best
known symbols on the planet.
The World Scout Emblem is a protected symbol and is therefore
subject to licensing restrictions. The correct version of the World
Scout Emblem is available from the World Scout Bureau.

Commercial use
The reproduction of the World Scout Moot 2021 Emblem on any
item being offered for sale is subject to obtaining a product specific
commercial license for each item.

World Scout Moot 2021

The reproduction of the World Scout Emblem on any item
being offered for sale is subject to obtaining a product specific
commercial license for each item.
Further information and requests for commercial use of the World
Scout Moot 2021 logo/branding/element can be obtained from
moot2021@scouts.ie
The Official World Scout Shop manages commercial licensing
arrangements, on behalf of the World Scout Bureau.
A simplified “fast-track” licensing process exists for local Scout
groups, districts etc. wishing to reproduce the World Scout
Emblem in their logos and on souvenirs for one-off or limited
duration events or activities. Full details are included in the
application form which can be downloaded directly from:
http://worldscoutshops.com/Files/77665/Events_License_Form.
docx
Applications for commercial licenses must be submitted directly
to the Official World Scout Shop, at least three months prior to
production:

World Scout Emblem

